Abstract. We develop a theory of microlocalization for Harish-Chandra modules, adapting a construction of Losev ([12]). We explore the applications of this theory to unipotent representations. We observe that the machinery of microlocalization provides an alternative characterization of unipotent representations. For G R complex (and under a codimension condition on ∂O), we deduce a formula for the K-multiplicities of unipotent representations attached to a nilpotent orbit O, proving an old conjecture of Vogan ([18]) in a large family of cases.
Introduction
A fundamental problem in representation theory is to compute (and to classify in some comprehensible way) the irreducible unitary representations of a real reductive group. There are three well-known procedures for building new representations from old: parabolic induction, cohomological induction, and complementary series. Empirical evidence suggests that every irreducible unitary representation can be formed through these procedures from a small set of building blocks. These building blocks are the unipotent representations.
A satisfying theory of unipotent representations would include a precise definition, a uniform construction, a good character theory, and a reasonable parameterization. No such theory exists. Vogan, Barbasch, and others have made important strides towards these goals in a number of special cases ( [2] is a highlight), but the general theory remains more or less a mystery.
Let G R be a real reductive group in the sense of [18] , Def 6.1. Choose a maximal compact subgroup K R ⊂ G R , the fixed points of a Lie group involution θ : G R → G R . Denote the Lie algebras of G R and K R by g R and k R , respectively. Form the complexifications K, k, and g of K R , k R , and g R . The complexification of dθ is a Lie algebra involution of g, which defines a decomposition g = k ⊕ p into +1 and −1 eigenspaces.
A unitary representation of G R is a Hilbert space X (2) with a continuous action of G R . It is, by definition, an analytic creature. Thankfully, X (2) has an algebraic model, its Harish-Chandra module X, which captures most of its essential features. The construction of X and its precise relation to X (2) are interesting and important matters, but beyond the scope of this paper. The representation X (2) will play no role in our analysis apart from context and motivation.
X has a rich algebraic structure. It is, first and foremost, a representation of g. It also comes equipped with an algebraic action of K. These operations are compatible in two different ways. If X is the Harish-Chandra module of a unipotent representation it should meet several basic requirements. In Section 5, we package these requirements into a working definition. These requirements narrow down the space of unipotent Harish-Chandra modules, but are not the material of a good definition. Our goal is to find other, more natural properties which are related to these requirements with the hope of identifying a more natural definition.
In [18] , Vogan offers a blueprint. He defines a closed, K-invariant subset AV(X) ⊂ (g/k)
* called the associated variety of X. This variety measures the 'size' of the Harish-Chandra module. He also defines some equivariant vector bundles on the open K-orbits in AV(X). If X has the characteristics of a unipotent HarishChandra module (in the sense of Section 5), Vogan proves that these vector bundles have a very special form. They are almost (but not quite) local systems. These vector bundles contain so much information, that they almost determine X. Vogan ends his paper with a conjecture. Roughly speaking, he conjectures that they do determine X when X is unipotent. A little more precisely, Conjecture 1 (Vogan) . Suppose X is a unipotent Harish-Chandra module (in the sense of Section 5). Assume AV(X) contains a single open K-orbit O ⊂ AV(X) and codim(AV(X) \ O, AV(X)) ≥ 2
Let E → O be the K-equivariant vector bundle alluded to above. Then there is an isomorphism X ∼ =K Γ(O, E)
of representations of K
We will prove Vogan's conjecture under two additional assumptions: G R is complex and codim(AV(X) \ O, AV(X)) ≥ 4. We will actually prove a slightly stronger assertion: in the Grothendieck group K 0 Coh K (g/k) * of K-equivariant coherent sheaves on (g/k)
* . In particular, there is an isomorphism
of representations of K.
The main ingredient in our proof of Theorem 1 is a microlocalization functor for Harish-Chandra modules. The inspiration for this functor comes from Losev who considers in [12] a similar functor in a slightly different context.
Organization
In Section 3 we describe the geometric environment where all of the action takes place: the cone N geometric invariants. In Section 5, we offer a working definition of unipotent representations and explain the constraints on their associated vector bundles. In Section 6, we introduce a big abelian category M (g , K) containing all of our objects of interest: filtered Harish-Chandra modules and K-equivariant coherent sheaves on N * θ . In Section 7, we recall some basic facts about the localization of categories. The material here is mostly taken from [14] and detailed proofs are omitted. This section is largely intended for context, although a few of the general facts about localization functors presented in Section 7 prove useful in Section 8. In Section 8, we construct a left-exact endo-functor
using ideas developed by Losev ([12] ). Under a codimension condition on ∂O, Φ O descends to a functor
on ordinary Harish-Chandra modules. Heuristically, this functor 'microlocalizes over O'. This construction fits squarely into the general framework outlined in Section 7. From the results of Section 8, we obtain an alternative characterization of unipotent representations: a unipotent Harish-Chandra module attached to a nilpotent K-orbit O is canonically isomorphic to its image under Φ O . In this sense, a unipotent Harish-Chandra module is a microlocal object. In Section 9, we prove a vanishing theorem for nilpotent orbits. The vanishing is needed to get good behavior out of Φ O in the cases we consider. In Section 10, we prove the main theorem as a consequence.
Three Nilpotent Cones
An element λ ∈ g * is nilpotent if it is identified by an invariant, symmetric, nondegenerate form with a nilpotent element of g. Equivalently (and more invariantly), λ is nilpotent if it annihilates its stabilizer in g. Let N * be the set of nilpotent elements of g * . N * is closed (in the Zariski topology on g * ) and C × -invariant. The adjoint group G = Ad(g) acts on N * with finitely many orbits. Each orbit carries a distinguished (G-invariant, complex-algebraic) symplectic form. The G-orbits in N * are partially ordered by the dominance relation O ≤ O ′ ⇐⇒ O ⊆ O ′ . There are two additional cones living inside of N * which are closely related to the representation theory of G R :
θ is a K and C × -invariant Zariski-closed subvariety of N * containing finitelymany K-orbits. N * R is a G R and R × -invariant analytically-closed subset of N * containing finitely-many G R -orbits. The K-orbits in N * θ and the G R -orbits in N * R are also partially ordered. In both cases, the definition is the same:
Orbits in N * , N * θ , and N * R are related in the following way: Theorem 2 (Kostant-Sekiguchi-Vergne-Barbasch-Sepanski, [11] , [15] , [16] , [1] ). There is an order-preserving bijection characterized by the property that
Lagrangian submanifold of the complex nilpotent orbit G · O and φ(O) is real form of the same complex orbit. As manifolds, O and φ(O) are diffeomorphic.
The killing form identifies adjoint orbits for G (resp G R ) with co-adjoint orbits for G (resp G R ) and nilpotent K-orbits in (g/k) * with nilpotent K-orbits in p. Because of the trace condition, an element X ∈ sl 2 (C) is nilpotent if and only if det(X) = 0. Therefore
In words: N * is a complex quadric cone of complex dimension two, N * θ is the union of two intersecting complex lines, and N * R is a real quadric cone of real dimension two. G has two orbits on N * : the origin, and everything else. K has three orbits on N * θ : the origin, and the two punctured lines. G R has three orbits on N * R : the origin, and the two punctured half-cones. The bijection of Theorem 2 matches the punctured complex lines with the punctured real half-cones and the origin with the origin. Consistent with Theorem 2, there are diffeomorphisms between correlated orbits and the ordering is preserved.
If G R is the real points of a complex algebraic group (henceforth, if G R is 'complex'), then G ∼ = G R × G R and we can choose
In particular, every O ∈ N * θ /K is an algebraic variety of even complex dimension with a distinguished symplectic form.
Harish-Chandra Modules and their Geometric Invariants
A (g, K)-module is a left U (g)-module X together with an algebraic K-action compatible with the U (g)-action in two different ways
The k-action, coming from the inclusion k ⊂ g ⊂ U (g), agrees with the differentiated action of K A morphism of (g, K)-modules is a homomorphism of U (g)-modules intertwining the actions of K. Write M (g, K) for the abelian category of (g, K)-modules (and morphisms defined as above) and HC(g, K) for the full subcategory of (g, K)-modules finitely generated over U (g). The objects of HC(g, K) are called HarishChandra modules.
Following [18] , we will associate to every Harish-Chandra module X some geometric data in N * θ . We will need the concept of a good filtration of X. A filtration of X ..
The first condition allows us to define on gr(X) = n X n /X n−1 the structure of a graded S(g)-module. The second condition allows us to define on gr(X) a graded algebraic K-action. These two structures satisfy compatibility conditions mirroring the compatibility conditions on X:
(
The subspace k ⊂ g ⊂ S(g) acts by 0 on gr(X) In short, gr(X) has the structure of a graded, K-equivariant S(g/k)-module. In geometric terms, gr(X) is a graded, K-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf on (g/k)
* . A compatible filtration is good if additionally (3) gr(X) is finitely-generated over S(g) If we adopt the geometric point of view suggested above, condition 3 implies that gr(X) is coherent.
Note that every Harish-Chandra module X admits a good filtration. Since X is finitely-generated, it contains a finite-dimensional K-invariant generating subspace X 0 ⊂ X. And the filtration
is necessarily good.
Although gr(X) depends on the good filtration used to define it, its class in the Grothendieck group K 0 Coh K (g/k) * does not. More precisely, Proposition 3. gr defines a group homomorphism
Proposition 3 provides us with a recipe for attaching geometric invariants to Harish-Chandra modules. A function ϕ : Coh K (g/k) * → S with values in a semigroup S is additive if ϕ(B) = ϕ(A) + ϕ(C) whenever there is a short exact sequence 0 → A → B → C → 0. Under this condition, ϕ is well-defined on classes in K 0 HC(g, K) and therefore (by Proposition 3), defines an (additive) function ϕ[gr(X)] on Harish-Chandra modules.
The simplest example of this construction is the associated variety AV(X) of a Harish-Chandra module X. Let S be the set of Zariski-closed subsets of (g/k) * with addition defined by ∪. Let ϕ be the function
A prime ideal of S(g/k) containing Ann(B) must contain either Ann(A) or Ann(C) (by the first inclusion) and a prime ideal containing either Ann(A) or Ann(C) must contain Ann(B) (by the second). Hence, ϕ is an additive function on Coh
From Proposition 3, this is a well-defined (additive) function on Harish-Chandra modules. If X has finite length (a slightly stronger condition than finite generation), then AV(X) has a very rigid structure.
Proposition 4 ([11]
). Suppose X is a Harish-Chandra module of finite length.
θ is a union of finitely-many K-orbits. Select the K-orbits O 1 , ...O t which are maximal in AV(X) (with respect to the dominance ordering). Then
is a decomposition into irreducible components. Note that AV(X) (like any closed, K-invariant subset of N * θ ) is completely determined by its maximal K-orbits. If X is irreducible, there are rigid constraints on the maximal orbits which can appear.
Theorem 5 ([11]
, [18] ). Suppose X is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module. Let O 1 , ..., O t be the maximal K-orbits in its associated variety. Then O 1 , ..., O t are Lagrangian submanifolds of the same co-adjoint G-orbit. In particular, they have equal dimension and are conjugate under G. At least one of the following is true:
(1) t = 1, i.e. AV(X) is irreducible (2) codim(∂O i , O i ) = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ t and the components O 1 , ..., O t form a single class under the equivalence relation generated by
Proof. The first half of the theorem (asserting that the O i are lagrangians of the same co-adjoint orbit) is a result of Kostant-Rallis ( [11] ). The second half of the theorem (imposing codimension constraints on the component intersections) is Proposition 3.11 in [18] . Actually, Vogan proves a slighly weaker assertion, but (with one easy modification), his argument can be upgraded to prove the stronger claim stated above.
The main idea in Vogan's proof is the localization of a good filtration. We will summarize the main results. Suppose F n X is a good filtration of X. Vogan associates to every closed,
If U = (g/k) * \ Z and gr(X, F )(U ) is the localization (in the ordinary sense), there are natural maps gr(X, F ) → gr(X, F Z ) and gr(X, F Z ) → gr(X, F )(U ). The second is an injection. These maps commute with the natural map gr(X, F ) → gr(X, F )(U ).
In particular, if gr(X, F )(U ) is a finitely-generated S(g/k)-module, so is gr(X, F Z ). Number the maximal K-orbits in AV(X) so that O 1 , ..., O r is an equivalence class under the relation 'connected in codimension 1.' Suppose r < t and define
Form the localized filtration F Z . By definition, the irreducible components of Y and Z intersect in codimension ≥ 2. Consequently, gr(X, F )(U ) is a finitely-generated S(g/k)-module. Hence, F Z is a good filtration and AV(X) = Supp(gr(X, F Z )) ⊆ Y . This contradicts the assumption r < t.
In Section 8, we will prove a weaker version of Theorem 5 using the machinery of microlocalization. It is worth noting that if G R is complex, then codim (∂O, O) ≥ 2 for every nilpotent K-orbit (see the remarks at the end of Section 3). In this case, Theorem 5 implies AV(X) irreducible for every irreducible X
The associated variety has two close cousins, which we will only mention in passing. The wave front set is a closed, G R -invariant subset of N * R associated to a nice representation of G R . It is an analytic notion, defined in terms of distribution characters. The second related concept is the associated variety of a two-sided ideal I ⊂ U (g). It is defined by AV(I) = V (gr(I)) and, when I is the annihilator of a finite-length Harish-Chandra module, is a closed, G-invariant subset of N * . The relationship between these three geometric invariants closely mirrors the relationship between N * , N * θ , and N * R explained in Proposition 2. Roughly: if X is the Harish-Chandra module of a representation V , then
An important consequence (which will prove useful later) is the following Proposition 6. If X is a Harish-Chandra module, the annihilator of X determines the dimension of AV(X).
The associated variety of a Harish-Chandra module is an important invariant, but carries almost no information about the K-action. The orbit datum of a HarishChandra module is a refinement of the associated variety which captures much of this missing information.
subject to the following two conditions (1) All of the classes [V i ] are genuine, i.e. they are represented by actual Kequivariant sheaves (2) The K-orbits corresponding to nonzero classes are mutually incomparable, i.e. none is bigger than another Let S be the set of all orbit data for the pair (g, K). Turn S into a semigroup by introducing the operation ( 
where, by convention,
For example, if J = AnnM and 
In [18] , Vogan proves that ϕ is well-defined and additive. Consequently (from Propositions 3 and 4) there is an (additive) function on Harish-Chandra modules OD(X) = ϕ[gr(X)], called the orbit datum of X.
Unipotent Representations
Unipotent Harish-Chandra modules are a vaguely-defined class of unitary irreducible Harish-Chandra modules which form the building blocks of the unitary dual. Here is a working definition: Definition 2. Let O ∈ N * /G be a nilpotent co-adjoint orbit. Suppose A is a unipotent Dixmier algebra associated to O (see [17] for a definition. Roughly, A is a filtered algebra with left and right g-actions and a canonical isomorphism gr(A) ∼ = C[O]). A unipotent Harish-Chandra module attached to O is an irreducible (g, K)-module X satisfying three properties:
In [18] , Vogan proves that if X satisfies the conditions of Definition 2, then OD(X) has a very special form.
Definition 3. Suppose G is a complex algebraic group and H ⊂ G is a subgroup. H acts on g and h and therefore on (g/h)
This formulation of admissibility obscures its geometric nature. Let Z be a homogeneous space for G. Suppose z ∈ Z and G z = H. Form the universal G-equivariant cover p :Z → Z. If we choose a liftz ∈Z of z, then Gz = H 0 and p is induced from the inclusion H 0 ⊂ H. G-equivariant vector bundles on Z (resp.Z) correspond to algebraic representations of H (resp. H 0 ). Under this correspondence, the canonical bundle ωZ →Z (i.e. the line bundle of top degree differential forms) corresponds to the one-dimensional representation of H 0 defined by det | (g/h) * . Now the geometric meaning of Definition 3 is transparent.
Definition 4. Suppose Z is a homogeneous space for G and p :Z → Z is its universal equivariant cover. A G-equivariant vector bundle V → Z is admissible if
Admissible vector bundles are closely related to equivariant local systems. Recall, a local system on Z is a pair (V, ∇) consisting of a vector bundle V and a flat connection ∇. If Z is homogeneous and the pair (V, ∇) is equivariant, then ∇ is uniquely determined by V. In this case (the case of homogeneous Z), the flat connection ∇ is a condition on V (rather than additional data). This condition has a simple description via the correspondence Coh G (Z) ∼ = H − rep described above: an equivariant vector bundle V on Z is an equivariant local system if the fiber V = V z has trivial restriction to H 0 . Said another way, V is an equivariant local system if p * V is a multiple of the structure sheaf OZ. If ω Z is trivial then this condition coincides precisely with Definition 4. If ω Z is nontrivial, the existence of admissible vector bundles is an extra condition on Z. We say that Z is admissible if this condition is satisfied. In this case, if we fix an irreducible admissible vector bundle E → Z, tensoring with E defines a (non-canonical) bijection between equivariant local systems and admissible vector bundles on Z.
A local system on Z is the same thing as a left O Z -coherent D Z -module. The right O Z -coherent D Z -modules are obtained by tensoring with ω Z . E is roughly a square root of ω Z (it is exactly a square root of ω Z if H is connected). In light of these observations, it is perhaps helpful to regard admissible vector bundles as being halfway in between left and right D Z -modules.
We are mostly interested in admissible vector bundles because of their close connection to unipotent representations. In [18] , Vogan proves the following
Only certain nilpotent K-orbits are admissible, so Theorem 7 imposes strong additional constraints on the associated varieties of unipotent representations.
The Rees Construction
We want to perform operations on filtered Harish-Chandra modules analogous to the restriction and extension of coherent sheaves on N * θ . The first problem we encounter is that the category HC filt (g, K) of well-filtered Harish-Chandra modules is not abelian. Cokernels are not well-defined. The solution is to pass to a larger abelian category containing HC filt (g, K).
Let A be an associative algebra equipped with an increasing filtration by subspaces
Form the polynomial algebra A[ , −1 ] in the formal symbol . Define a Z-grading by declaring deg(A) = 0 and deg( ) = 1. The Rees algebra of A is the graded subalgebra
In a precise sense, R A interpolates between A and gr(A).
Proposition 8. The subspaces R A ⊂ R A and ( − 1)R A ⊂ R A are two-sided ideals and (1) There is a canonical isomorphism of graded algebras
There is a canonical isomorphism of filtered algebras
The ideals are two-sided since the elements , − 1 are central.
(1) The linear maps A n n ∼ = A n → A n /A n−1 assemble into a surjective homomorphism of graded algebras
The kernel of this map is the graded subalgebra
which is surjective since the filtration is exhaustive. Choose an element a in the kernel of i
If we define b n = −a p − a p+1 − ... − a n ∈ A n for p ≤ n ≤ q, then one easily computes
In particular, a ∈ ( − 1)R A. On the other hand, the subalgebra ( − 1)R A is spanned by the elements ( − 1)a n n and by an easy computation i(( − 1)a n n ) = 0. Now suppose M is a module for A equipped with an increasing filtration by subspaces compatible with the filtration on A 
Take A = U (g) with its standard filtration. K acts on U (g) by filtered automorphisms and therefore on its Rees algebra R U (g) by graded automorphisms. A (g , K)-module is a graded left R U (g)-module X equipped with a graded algebraic K-action satisfying the following two conditions:
with times the differentiated action of K. A morphism of (g , K)-modules is a graded homomorphism of R U (g)-modules intertwining with the actions of K. Write M (g , K) for the abelian category of (g , K)-modules (and morphisms defined as above) and HC(g , K) for the full subcategory of finitely-generated (g , K)-modules.
The assignment X → R X defines a functor from the category HC filt (g, K) of well-filtered Harish-Chandra modules to HC(g , K).
, R X has the structure of a (g , K)-module, finitely-generated over R U (g). The assignment X → R X upgrades to a functor
m . R is a fully-faithful embedding. Its image is the subcategory HC tf (g , K) of Harish-Chandra (g , K)-modules which are -torsion-free.
Proof. There is a functor
defined by X → X /( −1)X . The argument provided in the proof of Proposition 8 (replacing rings with modules) shows that ( = 1) • R is the identity functor on
and write X n for its nth graded component. For every integer N , define the graded subspace
There is a linear map
This map is surjective, since (for example) it restricts to the identity map on X N . We will show that ker
Then by a simple computation
As a result, ϕ N induces a linear isomorphism
We can assemble these maps into a graded isomorphism
It is clear from its construction that ϕ is a R U (g)-module homomorphism and is compatible with the K-actions.
Besides R , there are several other functors relating the categories HC filt (g, K),
* can be regarded as a finitely-generated (g , K)-module via the quotient map R U (g) → S(g). On the other hand, if X ∈ HC filt (g , K), then X / X has the structure of a graded, K-equivariant, coherent sheaf on (g/k) * and X /( −1)X has the structure of a well-filtered Harish-Chandra module. These operations define functors, which are related by the following proposition.
Proposition 10. The functors
satisfy the relations
Proof. The first relation is obvious. The second and third follow from Proposition 8 (replacing A with X).
Thus, HC(g , K) is an abelian category containing (as full embedded subcategories) both Coh
* and HC filt (g, K). The -parameter interpolates between coherent sheaves and filtered Harish-Chandra modules.
The Localization of Abelian Categories
In this section, we recall some basic facts about the localization of abelian categories. Our development roughly follows [14] , Chapter 4.
Let C be an abelian category. A full subcategory B ⊂ C is Serre if for every short exact sequence 0 → X → Y → Z → 0 in C, Y ∈ B ⇐⇒ X ∈ B and Z ∈ B
In other words, B is a full subcategory which is closed under the formation of subobjects, quotients, and extensions.
Example 2. Let X be a variety containing a closed subset Z. Write Coh(X) for the category of coherent sheaves on X and Coh Z (X) for the full subcategory of sheaves supported in Z. Suppose 0 → A → B → C → 0 is a short exact sequence in Coh(X). Support is additive on short exact sequences (see the remarks after Proposition 3). Hence, Supp(B) = Supp(A) ∪ Supp(C), which implies
Proposition 11. Let C be an abelian category and B ⊂ C a Serre subcategory. There is an abelian category C/B, unique up to equivalence, receiving an exact, essentially surjective functor T : C → C/B with kernel ker T = {C ∈ C : T C = 0} equal to B satisfying the following universal property: if F : A → D is an exact functor with B ⊆ ker G, then there is a unique exact functor G :
Proof. Define C/B to be the abelian category having the same objects as C but with morphisms defined by
with S running over all subobjects of C with C/S ∈ B and S ′ running over all subobjects of C ′ in B. By construction, every morphism in C maps to a morphism in C/B. Therefore, the identity map on objects defines a functor T : C → C/B which is exact and essentially surjective. If f : C → C ′ is a morphism, T f = 0 if and only if there are subobjects S ⊂ C and S ′ ⊂ C ′ as above with
In particular, T C = 0 if and only if C ∈ B. It is not hard to see that C/B satisfies the universal property described in the proposition. We leave the details to the reader. Since C/B is characterized by a universal property, its uniqueness is automatic.
Example 3. In the setting of Example 2, let j : U ⊂ X denote the open complement of Z. Restriction to U defines an exact functor j * : QCoh(X) → QCoh(U ) with kernel equal to QCoh Z (X). Suppose F : QCoh(X) → D is an exact functor to an abelian category D. The direct image functor j * : QCoh(U ) → QCoh(X) is right inverse to j * . Define G = F • j * . G is exact by Corollary 3.12, [14] and
There is also an equivalence Coh(X)/ Coh Z (X) ∼ = Coh(U ), although the proof is more delicate. In general (without codimension conditions on Z), j * does not preserve coherence, so the argument of the previous paragraph does not apply.
A Serre subcategory B of an abelian category C is localizing if the quotient functor T : C → C/B admits a right-adjoint L : C/B → C. We call the composition LT : C → C the localization of C with respect to the localizing subcategory B. When it exists, it is unique up to natural isomorphism. The following proposition catalogs the essential properties of L.
Proposition 12 ([14]
). Suppose B is a localizing subcategory of an abelian category C and that L : C/B → C is right adjoint to the quotient functor T : C → C/B.
(1) L is left exact (2) T L is naturally isomorphic to id C/B (3) An object C ∈ C is in the image of L if and only if it has no nontrivial maps from, or extensions by, objects in B. Symbolically,
(4) For every object C ∈ C, the canonical morphism C → LT (C) has kernel and cokernel in B.
We conclude this section with a useful criterion.
Proposition 13 ([14] ,Theorem 4.9). Suppose T : C → A is an exact functor of abelian categories with a fully faithful right adjoint L : A → C. Then T is a quotient functor and A ∼ = C/ ker T .
Microlocalization for Harish-Chandra Modules
Returning to the setting of Sections 1 through 6, choose χ ∈ N * θ and let
, X / X has the structure of a graded K-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf on (g/k)
* . Define the support of X to be the support of X / X , a K and C × -invariant subset of (g/k) * . If Z is a subset of (g/k) * , we can consider the full subcategories QCoh
, and HC Z (g, K) of objects supported in Z. We are particularly interested in the special cases Z = O and Z = ∂O. We begin with a simple observation.
Proposition 14. The subcategories
are Serre.
Proof. The first three subcategories are Serre by the additivity of support (see the remarks following Proposition 3). For the final subcategory, we will need some new ideas.
In Section 4, we developed a theory of good filtrations for finitely-generated (g, K)-modules. As the reader may have suspected, the ideas in Section 4 are a special case of a more general construction. Given a filtered algebra A with a filtered, algebraic K-action, one can define the notion of an (A, K)-module along the lines of Section 4. A good filtration of an (A, K)-module X is an increasing filtration by subspaces subject to
is finitely-generated over gr(X) If gr(A) is finitely-generated and commutative, this is a reasonable definition. In particular, under these conditions on gr(A):
(1) Every finitely-generated (A, K)-module admits a good filtration, and (2) taking gr defines a group homomorphism
For a proof of the second fact (the first fact is easy), see Proposition 2.2 in [18] (replacing U (g) with A wherever it occurs).
The algebra R U (g) has two natural K-invariant filtrations. One is the filtration defined by the grading. The second is inherited from the usual filtration on U (g). More precisely
Its associated graded identifies (in a natural way) with the algebra S(g)[ ]. Suppose X ∈ HC(g , K). We have defined Supp(X ) = Supp(X / X ). But the commentary above suggests an alternative definition. Since gr R U (g) is finitelygenerated and commutative, there is a reasonable theory of good filtrations for finitely-generated (g , K)-modules. In particular, every object X ∈ HC(g , K) admits a good filtration. By definition, X comes equipped with a Z-grading compatible with the Z-grading on R U (g), and since the filtration on R U (g) is by graded subspaces, we can choose a filtration on X with the same property. By the definition of a good filtration, gr(X ) is a coherent sheaf on (g/k)
* × C, and one can define Supp(X ) = Supp(gr X ) ∩ ( = 0) = Supp(gr X / gr X ) This is a well-defined subset of (g/k)
* . One can show without too much difficulty that it agrees with our original definition of support, i.e. that Supp(gr X / gr X ) = Supp(X / X ) The key point is that for p, q >> 0 and x ∈ X homogeneous we have deg(x) > p and x ∈ X p−q =⇒ x ∈ X This is deduced directly from the definition of a good filtration. Now it follows from the properties of support (see the remarks after Proposition 
Φ O will descend to a functor
which will inherit all of the interesting properties of Φ O .
Our construction is adapted from Losev, who constructs analogous functors in ( [12] ) for Harish-Chandra bimodules. Most of the proofs in this section are due essentially to Losev, although some arguments have been modified to accommodate our slightly more general setting.
Fix an element χ ∈ O. If we fix an invariant form on g, χ is identified with a nilpotent element e ∈ p, which belongs to an sl 2 triple (e, f, h) ∈ p × p × k. The centralizer L = K e,f,h is a Levi subgroup of K e = K χ . Define the maximal ideal I χ ⊂ R U (g) as the preimage under the canonical surjection R U (g) → S(g) of the maximal ideal defining χ. Then consider the completion of R U (g) with respect to I χ :
There is a canonical surjection R U (g) → R U (g)/I χ . Since R U (g)/I χ is a field, its kernelÎ χ ⊂ R U (g) is the unique maximal (left, right, and two-sided) ideal in R U (g). The basic properties of the algebra R U (g) and its finitely-generated modules are summarized in [12] . Here are a few:
(1) R U (g) is Noetherian (2) R U (g) is separated and complete in theÎ χ -adic topology, i.e.
IfX is a finitely-generated R U (g)-module, X is separated and complete in theÎ χ -adic topology, i.e.
If a group (or Lie algebra) acts on R U (g) and preserves I χ , then it acts naturally on the completion R U (g). There are two reasonable group actions with this property:
(1) The adjoint action of L. Since L preserves χ ∈ g * , it preserves the maximal ideal defining it and therefore its preimage I χ ⊂ R U (g). Consequently, it lifts to an action on R U (g). In fact, the entire centralizer K χ acts in this fashion, but for reasons that will soon become apparent we will not consider the action of the unipotent radical.
(2) The Kazhdan action of C × . The element h ∈ k determines a unique co-character γ : C × → K with dγ 1 (1) = h. We get an algebraic action of C × on U (g) by composing γ with Ad:
Finally, we extend this action to the polynomial algebra U (g)[ ] by defining t · = t 2 . This action obviously preserves the subalgebra
. These actions (of C × on R U (g), S(g), and g * ) are what Losev calls in [12] the Kazhdan actions of C × . The canonical map R U (g) → S(g) is equivariant with respect to the Kazhdan actions on R U (g) and S(g). The definitions are rigged so that χ is fixed by C × :
Hence, the Kazhdan action preserves the ideal defining χ and therefore its preimage I χ ⊂ R U (g). Consequently, it lifts to an action on R U (g). Two comments on these definitions are in order. First, since L centralizes γ(C × ), these two actions commute. This is not the case if we consider the full action of K χ and this is the principal reason why we restrict our attention to L. Second, neither action is algebraic (i.e. locally finite), except in the most trivial situations. However, both actions can be differentiated (to the Lie algebras l and C, respectively) since they are lifted from algebraic actions on R U (g).
Suppose X ∈ M (g , K). Form the completion of X with respect to I χ :
n χ X X has lots of interesting structure. For one, it is obviously a module for R U (g).
The L-action on X lifts to an action onX , since L preserves I χ . The naive C × -action on X (obtained from the grading) does not lift to the completion (since I χ X is not usually graded). But as with R U (g) we can define a slightly modified action (call it the Kazhdan action on X ) by
and this action does lift to the completion. Therefore,X has the structure of a R U (g)-module with actions of L and C × . Once again, these actions are not algebraic. But they do differentiate to the Lie algebras. The axioms for M (g , K) impose various compatibility conditions on these three algebraic structures.
, thenX has the structure of a R U (g)-module with actions of L and C × satisfying the following properties
(1) The L and C × -actions commute
A (ĝ , L)-module is a left R U (g)-module with L and C × -actions satisfying the conditions of Proposition 16. A morphism of (ĝ , L)-modules is a L and C × equivariant R U (g)-module homomorphism. Write M (ĝ , L) for the abelian category of (ĝ , L)-modules (with morphisms defined as above) and HC(ĝ , L) for the full subcategory of (ĝ , L)-modules finitely-generated over R U (g). Completion defines a functor M (g , K) → M (ĝ , L). Its restriction to the subcategory HC(g , K) is exact.
Proposition 17 ([12]
). If X ∈ HC(g , K), the natural map
is an isomorphism. In particular,X is a finitely-generated R U (g)-module. In other words, the completion functor restrictŝ
This functor is exact.
Proof. If the algebra R U (g) were commutative, this would be a standard consequence of the Artin-Rees lemma. A proof in the commutative case can be found in [5] , Theorem 7.2. As Losev points out in [12] , the standard proof for commutative algebras works in our setting more or less without change. The key point is that R U (g) is Noetherian and has a commutative associated graded. For the details, see [12] , Proposition 2.4.1.
Corollary 18. Suppose X ∈ HC(g , K). Then Proof.
(1) Let X ∈ HC(g , K). Multiplication by defines a short exact sequence in HC(g , K)
Since completion is exact, we get a short exact sequence in HC(ĝ , L) X →X → X / X → 0 which gives rise to the desired isomorphism. (2) Use the description of (commutative) completion provided in part (1) of Proposition 39 to observe that that X / X = 0 if and only if χ / ∈ Supp(X / X ) =: Supp(X ). From the previous part, X / X = 0 if and only ifX = X . From Proposition 17,X is a finitely-generated R U (g)-module and therefore, from Proposition 15, separated in theÎ χ -adic topology. In particular (since ∈Î χ ) n nX = 0 Consequently,X = X if and only ifX = 0. Putting all of these implications together, we deduce the result.
For everyX ∈ M (ĝ , L), we will define a special subspace ΓX ofX (actually ΓX is not, strictly speaking, a subspace when K is disconnected. We will address this difficulty in a moment). Γ is basically a Zuckerman functor. See [9] for a thorough treatment of Zuckerman functors and the related theory of cohomological induction.
As usual, denote the identity component of K by K 0 . Let K 1 = LK 0 . K 1 is a subgroup of K with Lie algebra k and the component group of L/(L ∩ K 0 ). The construction of ΓX proceeds in stages:
(1) First, take the subspace Γ 0X of K 0 -finite vectors. More precisely, define Γ 0X = {x ∈X : x belongs to a finite-dimensional k − invariant subspace which integrates to a representation of K 0 } Since K 0 is connected, Γ 0X has a well-defined algebraic K 0 -action. It is also an R U (g) submodule ofX and the K 0 -action is compatible with the module structure in the two usual ways. Since k is stable under the L and Kazhdan C × -actions on R U (g), Γ 0X is stable under the L and Kazhdan C × -actions onX . The L-action on Γ 0X is locally-finite-its differential coincides with the locally finite action of k . This presents an interesting complication. Γ 0X has two (in general, distinct) algebraic actions of L ∩ K 0 . One comes from the K 0 -action built into the definition of Γ 0X . The other comes from the L-action onX .
(2) Next, form the subspace of Γ 0X consisting of vectors on which the two L ∩ K 0 -actions coincide.
Since both L∩K 0 -actions differentiate to the same action of l = Lie(L∩K 0 ), they differ by a representation of the component group C = (L ∩ K 0 )/L 0 . Γ 1X is the space of C-invariants in Γ 0X . This subspace is an R U (g)-submodule of Γ 0X and is stable under C × . It has algebraic actions of L and K 0 which agree on the intersection and therefore an algebraic action of
This subspace has the structure of a R U (g)-module with algebraic actions of K 1 and C × . The K 1 -action is compatible with the module structure in the two usual ways. The C × -action is compatible with the module structure in the sense that the action map R U (g)⊗Γ
Note that the actions of K 1 and C × do not, in general, commute. The actions of L and C × obviously do, but the actions of K 0 and C × do not. We can fix this by composing the existing C × -action with γ(t) −1 (in effect, undoing the 'Kazhdanification' required to make the original C × -action lift to the completion). The result is a grading on Γ 1 lfX which is manifestly even. Halve it, to obtain a grading which is compatible (under the natural map X →X ) with the original grading on X . With this new grading, Γ 1 lf has the structure of a graded, K 1 -equivariant R U (g)-module (with the standard grading on R U (g)).
(4) The final step is to perform a finite induction
If we identify ΓX with functions
there is an R U (g)-module structure on ΓX defined by
and an algebraic C × -action defined by
Summarizing, ΓX has the structure of a R U (g)-module with algebraic K and C × -actions. It is easy to check that these three structures satisfy the defining properties of a (g , K)-module.
Since all of the ingredients used to define ΓX (K 0 -finite vectors, C-invariants, has the structure of a K 0 -equivariant R U (g)-module and
has the structure of a K-equivariant R U (g)-module. We need to force a grading on R 1 B (compatible with the K-action and the module structure in all of the usual ways). Define
putting one copy of R 1 B in every integer degree. Give R(B) the structure of a (g , K)-module by defining
It is easy to check that A, B, L, and R satisfy the conditions listed above. It is well known that R − mod has enough injectives for any ring R. Hence, A has enough injectives by the general fact above.
For the remainder of this section, we will enforce the assumption
Although Losev never states this assumption in [12] , it is implicit in the setting he considers: for Losev, G R is complex and hence, codim(∂O, O) is even. Let j : O ⊂ O be the inclusion.
Proposition 20. Recall the containments
from Proposition 10. Φ χ preserves all three subcategories of M (g , K). Its restriction to Coh 
. By the definition of Φ χ and Proposition 40, it is clear that Φ χ M coincides with the C × -finite part of j * j * M . But the C × -action on j * j * M is already finite, so Φ χ M = j * j * M . By Proposition 42 and the codimension condition on O, this is an object in Coh
M admits a finite filtration by K and C × -equivariant subsheaves
* by the result of the previous paragraph. Suppose
There is a short exact sequence
By the left exactness of Φ χ , there is a long exact sequence in
Hence, Φ χ M i+1 is coherent, since it is sandwiched in an exact sequence between coherent sheaves. By induction on i,
Finally, suppose X ∈ HC(g , K).
* . There is a short exact sequence
. By the left exactness of Φ χ , there is a long exact sequence
and hence an inclusion
It is clear from the construction of Φ χ that Φ χ X = Φ χ X . So we obtain from above Φ χ X / Φ χ X ⊆ Φ χ M The left hand side is coherent since the right hand side is coherent. Choose a finite set of generators x 1 , ..., x n for Φ χ X / Φ χ X over S(g/k). Choose arbitrary liftsx 1 , ...,x n to Φ χ X and form the (g , K)-submodule R ⊂ Φ χ generated by these elements. By definition, Φ χ X = R + Φ χ X . If we replace X with X and repeat the same argument, we obtain Φ χ X = R + 2 Φ χ X , and hence Φ χ X = R + 2 Φ χ X . Then, Φ χ X = R + n Φ χ X by a simple induction on n. Since R is finitely-generated over a nonnegatively graded ring, its grading is bounded from below. Choose an integer N such that R n = 0 for every n < N . If n < N and x ∈ (Φ χ X ) n , then x ∈ n n Φ χ X . SinceX is separated in thê I χ -adic topology (part (3) of Proposition 15), So, x = 0 and we see that the grading on Φ χ X is (also) bounded from below. Now suppose n is arbitrary and y ∈ (Φ χ X ) n . Choose m so large that ( m Φ χ X ) n = 0. Then Φ χ X = R + m Φ χ X implies y ∈ R. This proves that Φ χ X = R. Now, Φ χ X is a finitely-generated (g , K)-module and hence an object in HC(g , K). From the inclusion Φ χ X / Φ χ X ⊆ Φ χ M and the additivity of support, we have Φ χ X ∈ HC O (g , K).
Write A O for the full image of the completion functor· :
Proposition 21. The functorŝ
are left and right adjoints.
Proof. Both functors factor through the intermediate category HC
The functor Ind
, as we have defined it, is leftadjoint to res. There is an alternative definition of Ind K K 1 via tensor products and co-invariants (rather than functions and invariants), given by
and this second version of induction is right-adjoint to res. Since [K : K 1 ] < ∞, these two versions coincide. Thus, it suffices to exhibit an adjunction between the two functors on the right.
Choose X ∈ HC O (g , K 1 ) and Y ∈ A O . We want to define a natural bijection In [12] , Losev studies a functor closely related to Φ χ and describes some of its most important properties. The following proposition establishes some of the corresponding properties of Φ χ .
Proposition 22. The functor
which is well-defined by Proposition 20, has the following properties:
(1) For every X ∈ HC O (g , K), there is a natural map
using Proposition 19. Then if X ∈ HC O (g , K), the gradings on R i Φ χ X are bounded from below.
Proof.
(1) This is a formal consequence of the adjunction (·, Γ) established in Proposition 21. The natural map X → Φ χ X is the morphism in Hom g ,K,C × (X , Φ χ X ) corresponding to the identity map id ∈ Homĝ ,L,C × (X ,X ). Its completion is a morphism
On the other hand, the identity map id ∈ Hom g ,K,C × (Φ χ X , Φ χ X ) corresponds to a natural map Φ χ X →X in HC(ĝ , L). Since all maps are natural, the composition
is the identity. In particular,X → Φ χ X is an injection. . But Ann(X ) is already K-invariant, so Ann(X ) ⊆ Ann(Φ χ X ). (4) Consider the abelian category M ≥0 (g , K) of (g , K)-modules with nonnegative gradings. In the proof of Proposition 19, we defined a functor R : R U (g) − mod → M (g , K) right adjoint to the forgetful functor. R was defined by
for R 1 B a certain K-equivariant R U (g)-module produced canonically from B. We could have defined
This is still a (g , K)-module since R U (g) is nonnegatively graded, and the resulting functor R :
is right adjoint to the corresponding forgetul functor. Then the general fact cited in the proof of Proposition 21 implies enough injectives in M ≥0 (g , K). Now, consider the category M b (g , K) of (g , K)-modules with gradings bounded from below. If X ∈ M b (g , K), we can shift the grading on X by an appropriate integer N to obtain an object
by the result of the previous paragraph. Since the shift
is an injective covering of X . Hence, M b (g , K) has enough injectives as well.
Let X ∈ HC O (g , K). X is finitely-generated over a nonnegativelygraded ring and, therefore, an object of
. The result follows from the standard construction of R i Φ χ X .
From these properties, we deduce Proposition 23. Φ χ is a localization functor for the subcategory
Proof. We will apply the general criterion of Proposition 13. We proved in Proposition 21 that the functors
form an adjoint pair and in part (2) of Proposition 22 that ker Φ χ = HC ∂O (g , K). It remains to show that Γ :
Compose f with the natural map ΓŶ → Y →Ŷ to obtain an L and C × -equivariant R U (g)-module homomorphism ΓX →Ŷ . SinceŶ is complete in theÎ χ -adic topology (Proposition 15), this homomorphism extends to a unique morphismf ∈ Homĝ ,L,C × ( Φ χ X ,Ŷ ) making the following diagram commute ΓX ΓŶ
The restrictionf |X is a morphism in Homĝ ,L,C × (X ,Ŷ ) and the correspondence f →f |X defines a map Hom(ΓX , ΓŶ ) → Hom(X ,Ŷ ) which is manifestly inverse to Γ.
From Proposition 23 and the general properties of localization (Proposition 12), we get a number of additional properties more or less for free:
Corollary 24. Φ χ has the following additional properties (1) For every X ∈ HC O (g , K), the kernel and cokernel of the natural map
is the identity functor. In particular, the injectionX ֒→ Φ χ X from part (1) of Proposition 22 is actually an isomorphism.
If we choose a different representative χ ′ ∈ O, we get a different functor Φ χ ′ :
. This functor enjoys all of the properties enumerated above. In particular, it is a localization functor for the subcategory HC ∂O (g , K) . But localization functors are defined by a universal property and are consequently unique up to natural isomorphism. This proves Proposition 25. If χ, χ ′ ∈ O, there is a natural isomorphism
We can therefore write Φ O without ambiguity.
Recall the embedding
from proposition 10. Setting = 1 defines a right inverse to R
which restricts to an equivalence on the subcategory HC Proposition 26. Φ O descends to a well-defined functor on HC O (g, K). More precisely, there is a unique functor
making the following diagram commute
Proof. First, we will describe how we would like to define Φ O . Then we will prove that this definition makes sense. Define the functor
For an object X ∈ HC O (g, K), we would like to define
for any choice of good filtration F . For a morphism f : X → Y in HC O (g, K) we would like to define
for any choice of good filtrations F on X and G on Y compatible with f . There are several things to prove.
Objects. If F is a good filtration on X and s is an integer, write F s for the filtration defined by
and it is clear from the construction of Φ O that P (id F s ,F t ) is the identity. Now let F and G be arbitrary good filtrations on X. There are integers r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ w such that for every integer i
For a proof of this simple fact, see [18] , Proposition 2.2. So the identity map defines morphisms
. From the previous paragraph and the functoriality of P we have
Note that this isomorphism is independent of r, s, t, and w. Thus, the isomorphisms identifying P (X, F ) and P (X, G) are well-defined.
From (4), there are integers r and s such that the identity maps on X and Y induce morphisms
P (id F r ,F ) and P (id G,G s ) are the identity maps (on X and Y , respectively), and
obtained from these maps coincide with the isomorphisms constructed above. By the functoriality of P , P (f F ,G ) = P (f F ′ ,G ′ ) up to these isomorphisms.
As one might expect, Φ O inherits all of the interesting properties of Φ O . Combining Proposition 22 with Proposition 26, we easily deduce Proposition 27. The functor
which is well-defined by Proposition 26, has the following properties:
In particular, Φ O preserves central character.
In short, Φ O is a left exact endofunctor of HC O (g, K) which kills everything on the boundary. It is (in a precise sense) a quantum analogue of the classical localization functor j * j * : Coh
While we have proved that the functors Φ O and Φ O are localization functors (in the sense of Section 7), we have avoided any explicit description of the corresponding quotient categories. Proposition 23 exhibits HC O (g , K)/HC ∂O (g , K) only as a full subcategory of HC(ĝ , L). In fact, an explicit description of this subcategory is possible through the theory of W-algebras. In [12] , Losev introduces the notion of a Harish-Chandra W-bimodule. There is a related notion of a Harish-Chandra (W, L)-module. Losev's argument can be generalized to identify the quotient category HC O (g , K)/HC ∂O (g , K) with a certain category of HarishChandra (W, L)-modules. The argument is basically a recapitulation of [12] in this slightly modified setting.
We pause to suggest an alternative characterization of Φ O . If λ ∈ h * /W is a regular infinitesimal character, there is an equivalence (due to Beilinson-Bernstein) between the category HC λ (g, K) of Harish-Chandra modules of infinitesimal character λ and the category D 
There is an equivalence (restricted from the equivalence above) . We conjecture that this functor is naturally isomorphic to Φ O . If true, the proof should be formal. Since Φ O is a localization functor, and localization functors are unique, one should try to demonstrate that the second functor is a localization functor for the same subcategory as the first.
Even if true, this alternative characterization offers almost no additional information in the setting we consider. As Vogan and Barbasch point out in [2] , the infinitesimal character of a unipotent Harish-Chandra module is almost always singular.
As an application of the ideas in this section, we conclude with an alternative proof of (a slightly weaker version of) Theorem 5.
Proof. In Proposition 20, we proved that Φ O restricts to an endofunctor of HC O (g , K). The key input was Proposition 40 combined with Proposition 42. In proposition 40, we assumed j : U ⊂ X an open and dense subset. If we assume U only dense in a component, we can prove a similar result (by exactly the same methods). Namely, we can exhibit a natural isomorphism
The sheaf j * j * M is coherent (by Proposition 42) and supported in U . Repeating the proof of Proposition 20, we see that Φ O restricts to a functor
by a version of Proposition 26. From part (4) of Proposition 27, there is a natural morphism of Harish-Chandra modules
which is injective since X is irreducible. Then by the additivity of support, AV(X) ⊆ AV(Φ O X) ⊆ O.
A Vanishing Theorem for Nilpotent Orbits
Retain the notation of the previous section. let E → O be an admissible vector bundle in the sense of Definition 3. Our goal in this section is to provide sufficient conditions on O (and possibly E) guaranteeing H 1 (O, E) = 0. The significance of this condition will become apparent in Section 10. Our proofs will rely centrally on some ideas from algebraic geometry-cohomology with support, Cohen-Macaulay sheaves, and rational singularities-which may be unfamiliar to the representation theorists among us. We refer these readers to the references for detailed definitions and commentary. One of the objects we will be working with is the structure sheaf of O. To avoid the obvious notational difficulty, we will use the calligraphic S for structure sheaves.
Our main result is the following:
In particular, if G R is complex and codim(∂O, O) ≥ 4, then H 1 (O, E) = 0 for every admissible E → O. Proposition 29 will follow as a corollary from the following general lemma.
Lemma 30. Let X be an affine variety and U ⊂ X an open subset with complement
, and H k (U, M | U ) are related by a long exact sequences
See, e.g., Theorem 9.4 in [13] . Since X is affine, H i (X, M ) = 0 for i > 0. This, together, with the exact sequence above, produces a sequence of isomorphisms
The vanishing behavior of the cohomology groups H i Z (X, M ) is controlled by depth Z (M ). This is defined to be the length of the longest M -regular sequence of functions in the ideal defining Z. We have in general (without hypotheses on X or on M )
See, e.g., Theorem 5.8 in [8] . And for M Cohen-Macaulay (9) depth
See, e.g., Chapter 18 in [5] . Combining equations 7, 8, and 9 proves the result.
Our application of Lemma 30 will be somewhat indirect. We will need to introduce some auxilary varieties. Let p :Õ → O be the universal K-equivariant cover. As homogeneous spaces for
There is a naturally defined variety N (Õ) that has the same relationship tõ O that N (O) has to O. It is defined as the normalization of O in the function field ofÕ. In [4] , Kostant and Brylinski call this variety as the normal closure ofÕ. It is an affine variety with K-action in whichÕ naturally sits as an open, K-invariant subset. Furthermore, the covering map p :Õ → O extends to a finite,
The varieties N (O) and N (Õ) are singular, but not terribly so.
Theorem 31. If G R is complex, the varieties N (O) and N (Õ) are Gorenstein and Cohen-Macaulay with rational singularities.
Proof. In [7] , Hinich proves that N (O) is Gorenstein with rational singularities. In [3] , Broer extends this result to N (Õ). Rational singularities implies CohenMacaulay by a standard fact (see, e.g., [10] ).
Proposition 32. In the setting of Proposition 29,
Proof. This is a straightforward application of Lemma 30 with 
Suppose G R is complex. By the remarks at the end of Section 3, O has a distinguished symplectic form τ ∈ Γ(O, ∧ 2 T * O). Its top exterior power ∧ dim(O)/2 τ is a nonvanishing section of the canonical bundle ω O . Consequently, the morphism
is a global trivialization of ω O . Now the geometric condition on E formulated in Definition 4 reduces to
As observed in Section 5, such a vector bundle is an equivariant local system.
Proposition 33. Let L 1 , ..., L n be the the irreducible equivariant local systems on O. Then there is a canonical decomposition of K-equivariant vector bundles
Proof. As explained in the appendix, there is an equivalence of categories between Coh K (O) and finite-dimensional representations of K χ . Under this equivalence, the left-hand side corresponds to the regular functions
is a standard fact from the representation theory of finite groups.
Combining Propositions 32 and 33, we obtain
The Main Theorem
For the remainder, assume G R is complex. Let X be a unipotent (g, K)-module. The second inclusion implies that the first inclusion is strict. This follows easily from Proposition 6. Since Ann(X) is a maximal ideal, we deduce Ann(Y ) = U (g). Hence, η is an isomorphism. Choose a good filtration on X and let
Lemma 34.
Proof. M admits a finite filtration with successive quotients in Coh 
The same is true for M , by a simple induction on t. If t = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose
There is a short exact sequence in HC(g , K)
Since Φ O is left exact, there is an associated long exact sequence in M (g , K) (11)) and
We will also need Lemma 35. Suppose V and W are admissible vector bundles on O representing the same class in
V has a finite filtration
by K-invariant sub-bundles with irreducible quotients
and there is nothing to prove. Suppose
for some integer k < s. There is a short exact sequence of K-equivariant vector bundles
Since j * is left exact, there is an associated long exact sequence in Coh
We have H 1 (O, V k ) = 0 from Proposition 29 (combined with the codimension condition on O) and therefore
Applying this fact to the admissible vector bundles E and j * M , we deduce
X is -torsion free, since it is the Rees module of a filtered Harish-Chandra module. Multiplication by defines a short exact sequence
There is an associated long exact sequence in M (g , K) Let K be an algebraic group acting on an affine variety X = Spec(R). Suppose X contains an open, dense K-orbit j : U ⊂ X. Choose a point x ∈ U and let H = K x . Since K acts transitively on U , a K-equivariant coherent sheaf M ∈ Coh K (U ) is a homogeneous vector bundle. Its fiber over x is a finite-dimensional vector space carrying a natural action of H. On the other hand, if V is a finitedimensional H-representation, there is a naturally defined K-equivariant vector bundle K × H V → U with fiber equal to V . It is formed as the quotient space of K × V under the natural right H-action h · (k, v) = (kh, h −1 v). See, e.g. Vogan (??) for a precise definition. Taking the fiber over x and forming the vector bundle K × H V define mutually inverse equivalences between Coh K (U ) and the category of finite-dimensional H-representations.
Define the subgroup K 1 = K 0 H and let i : U x ⊂ U be the connected component of x. We can describe U x as a homogeneous space in two different ways Lemma 38.
(1) K 0 acts transitively on U x with isotropy H ∩ K 0 . (2) K 1 acts transitively on U x with isotropy H.
Proof.
(1) Clearly K 0 x ⊆ U x , since K 0 is connected. Conversely, suppose y ∈ U x . Then there is a path connecting x to y in U . By the path-lifting property for homogeneous spaces, there is a group element k ∈ K such that kx = y and a path from 1 to k in K lifting the path from x to y in U . In particular, k ∈ K 0 . Therefore, U x ⊆ K 0 x. (2) The orbit K 1 x is equal to K 1 /H as a homogeneous space for K 1 . There is an exact sequence of component groups
If we identify π 0 (H) = H/H 0 and π 0 (K 1 ) = K 0 H/K 0 = H/(H ∩ K 0 ), the leftmost homomorphism is induced by the inclusion H 0 ⊆ H ∩ K 0 . In particular, it is surjective. Therefore, π 0 (K 1 x) = 1, i.e. K 1 x is connected.
is an isomorphism of k and H ∩ K 0 -equivariantR-modules. (4) The sections Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V) form a K 0 -equivariant R-module. One can define the completion
The natural mapM
is an isomorphism of k and H 0 -equivariantR-modules.
Proof. which is an isomorphism because p is a covering. We complete to obtain an isomorphismM x ∼ = (p * i * V)x of k and H 0 -equivariantR-modules. We saw in (1) thatM ∼ = M x . By the remarks after Lemma 38,Ũ x embeds as an open subset in an affine varietyX. Denote by s the inclusion ofŨ x intoX. Then s * p * i * V is a quasi-coherent sheaf onX with global sections Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V). In particular, (p * i * V)x ∼ = Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V)x and therefore, (p * i * V)x ∼ = Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V)x. Applying part (1) to the sheaf s * p * i * V provides an isomorphism Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V) ∼ = Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V)X . Composing all of the isomorphisms in sight, we obtainM ∼ = Γ(Ũ x , p * i * V), as desired.
We will define a series of modules (all but the last will be subspaces ofM ) in analogy with the modules Γ 0X , Γ 1X , ΓX defined in Section 8.
(1) First, form the subspace Γ 0M of K 0 -finite vectors: Γ 0X = {x ∈X : x belongs to a finite-dimensional k − invariant subspace which integrates to a representation of K 0 } Since K 0 is connected, Γ 0M has a well-defined algebraic K 0 -action. It is also a R-submodule ofM and the K 0 -action is compatible with the module structure in the two usual ways. Since the k-action onM is H-equivariant, Γ 0M is invariant under H. Hence, Γ 0M has two (in general, distinct) actions of H ∩ K 0 , restricted from H and K 0 , respectively. (2) Next, form the subspace Γ 1M of Γ 0M consisting of vectors on which the two H ∩ K 0 -actions coincide
Since both H ∩ K 0 -actions differentiate to the same action of h = Lie(H ∩ K 0 ), they differ by a representation of the component group C = (H ∩ K 0 )/H 0 . Γ 1M is the space of C-invariants in Γ 0M . This subspace is an R-submodule of Γ 0M . It has algebraic actions of H and K 0 which agree on the intersection and therefore an algebraic action of K 1 = HK 0 . (3) Finally, induce up to K ΓM = Ind
If we identify ΓM with functions
there is a natural R-module structure on ΓM defined by the formula
It is easy to check that the action map R ⊗ ΓM →M is K-equivariant.
These three modules have geometric significance.
Proposition 40. There are natural isomorphisms
